No. MSDE-18011/04/CTS/Jan./2018-TTC
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT & ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF TRAINING

Employment Exchange Building, Library Avenue,
PUSA Road, New Delhi, Dated 17th January, 2018

To

1. All the State Directors (Dealing with Craftsmen Training Scheme).
2. The Principal, NVTI-Noida and RVTIs-Mumbai, Bangalore, Trivandrum, Panipat, Kolkata, Tura, Indore, Allahabad, Jaipur, Vadodara, Patna, Agartala, Trichy, Rajpura and Shimla.

Subject:- Provisional permission to the ITIs' trainees to appear in Practical exam of AITT under CTS, January’2018-Regarding.

Sir,

As you are aware that the AITT under CTS is commencing from 19.01.2018 onwards for Government & Private ITIs' trainees. Hall tickets for the same have been already generated by concern State Directorates in NCVT MIS Portal but it is reported by some ITIs that they are not able to print their hall tickets till date.

In this regard, I am directed to inform you that the trainees, who are registered in NCVT MIS Portal & have completed their hall ticket eligibilities criteria as well as their hall tickets have been generated in the system, may be provisionally permitted to appear in practical exams of AITT under CTS, January’2018. The hall tickets generated status as 'Yes' has to be verified in the hall ticket eligibility report of ITI for the concern semester.

In view of the above, Principal of all ITIs are requested to download and distribute NCVT MIS Portal generated hall tickets to the eligible trainees to appear in exam and in case the hall ticket printing is not possible, the trainees may be allowed to appear in the Practical exam as described in para 2 above.

_in no case a candidates should be allowed to appear in theoretical paper exam without NCVT MIS Portal generated hall ticket._

It is pertinent to mention that onus of due diligence regarding above action lies solely with the State Directorate/UTs.

Yours Faithfully

(K. Singh)
Deputy Director of Training